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United States defense firms have increasingly encountered demands from their foreign buyers to provide compensation for selecting U.S. suppliers. These quid pro quo transactions, also known as offsets, compensate the buyers for the economic damage caused by purchasing costly U.S. defense equipment. While these offsets may appear to be solely a form of price cutting, the motives of the foreign buyers can be varied. The behavior of these buyers can be explained by economic incentives ranging from labor market distortions and desires for foreign investment to the need for international financing. In most cases, it appears that offset transactions are a form of commercial policy that the buying governments use to address domestic problems. Defense industry personnel will likely encounter offset transactions and will benefit from a better understanding of the buyers’ motivations.

In the 1980s, I studied and wrote about the use of offsets in defense sales to foreign governments.1 (The term offsets is used in defense sales to mean the compensation given to foreign buyers, by U.S. sellers, to offset the economic impact on the foreign buyers from having purchased U.S. made items, rather than domestically-produced items.) Since the time of that writing, the defense environment has undergone significant changes with the end of the Cold War and the breakup of the Warsaw Pact, mergers within the defense industry, and the changing level and nature of the threat. With a changed defense environment, there is a need to reexamine the issue of offsets and to validate the economic explanations of why buying nations request, and even demand, offsets when purchasing foreign-made defense items.

To gain an understanding of the current environment surrounding offsets in the defense industry, officials in the industry were contacted and, when willing, questioned about their experiences.2 Because of the proprietary nature of the information, and the fact that competitions involving offsets are currently ongoing, few specifics can be identified in
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this article; however, the general motivations behind the use of offsets are presented.

Offset agreements appear to be common in large defense sales of aircraft, radars, and other electronic systems, to foreign governments. In fact, it appears that offset agreements are the norm in such transactions. In a typical offset arrangement, the buying country (who most likely has a formal offsets policy or even a law governing offsets) requires the selling firm to provide economic offsets or compensation for having purchased the particular foreign-made system or items. The offsets may include purchases by the selling firm from the buying nation, as well as marketing assistance for, investments in, or technology transfers to the buying nation. The seller may also agree to produce a portion of the product in the buyer’s country. The value of the offsets expected by the buying nations frequently equals the value of the original defense purchases, and the time required to fulfill the offset commitments may easily exceed the delivery time for the purchased defense equipment.

It appears that the current competitive environment in the worldwide defense industry dictates that a selling firm must anticipate offering offsets to the buyer to have any reasonable chance of winning a sale. With the frequent use of offsets, it is logical to ask, what motivates a buying nation to request or require offsets? Why would a buyer choose this type of transaction, a purchase contract accompanied by an offset agreement, when a simpler, more straightforward cash deal is available and might result in a cheaper price for the defense item? An initial response might be that the buying nation has some monopsony power and the nation uses that power in a competitive environment to win an effective price reduction. While this may be true in some cases, it is also reasonable to assume that in many cases the selling firms have to cover the costs of fulfilling their offset commitments and thus must increase the prices of the defense items accompanying these commitments.

If the latter is true, and firms do increase the prices of the defense items in order to cover the offsets’ costs, then the purchase and combined offsets package can be equated to a form of subsidization. The buyer pays more than a straight cash price, and in return receives certain benefits (discussed below). The alternative for the buyer would be to pay a lower price for the required defense items and then provide the subsidization for the desired benefits directly out of public funds. However, the direct subsidization may not be possible due to political constraints. Thus, offsets may be considered a form of indirect subsidization, and possibly a second-best, or blunt form of government intervention or commercial policy.

**The Motives**

Discussion of some of the motives that buying countries may have when they require offsets from foreign suppliers of
defense equipment follows. These motives go beyond that of obtaining an effective price cut, and, in several cases, appear to be efforts to subsidize certain activities.

**CORRECTIONS IN THE LABOR MARKET**

A buying country may face a situation where an excessively large pool of unemployed labor exists in the country, or a significant percentage of its workforce is in low-skilled industries. Either case may justify some form of government action. Stimulative macroeconomic policy, elimination of the minimum wage, or a reduction in barriers that hinder the mobility of labor (from, say, union power or government regulations), might address the first situation. A subsidy program targeting certain industries could be used to increase employment in high-skilled areas, thus addressing the second case. However, political constraints may prevent the use of some of these actions. Thus, a government might seek other ways to address the labor market problem, and an offset agreement might be part of the solution.

Through an offset arrangement, the buying government can increase its exports and thus stimulate employment. In particular, the government can require the selling firm to agree to buy products produced in the buying country, or to establish certain co-production and sub-contracting relationships with local firms. The buying government can, therefore, ensure that certain components or tasks associated with desired high-tech skills be produced in its local economy, thus not only increasing employment in general but increasing the skill level of a portion of the workforce.

The use of offsets could be viewed, in an economic setting, as a form of government intervention in response to a distortion in the local labor market. In the hypothetical cases described above, perhaps the minimum wage, excessive union power, or government-imposed barriers are causing unemployment in the local economy. However, due to political constraints these factors may be well entrenched in the nation, and perhaps the offsets package is a second-best method of addressing the distortion in the labor market; the first best being removal of the distortion itself. Additionally, in the case where there is a lack of high-skilled employment opportunities, the government’s use of offsets could be in lieu of, say, a politically-charged direct subsidy to selected high-technology firms to encourage employment in those industries.

Anecdotal evidence supports this theory of the use of offsets. Industry officials report that it is common for countries to include in their offset requirements a list of general categories of technologies that are desired, and to discuss specific technologies during negotiations. To encourage employment in certain targeted industries or in depressed regions, the buying nations may award selling firms additional offset credit for purchases made from those industries or from firms within the designated regions.

**ENHANCE CAPITAL INVESTMENT**

National leaders often desire to see an increase in investment activity in their countries. This activity would bring an
increase in employment, particularly in targeted advanced skills, and, in the case of developing countries, an increase in national pride from the expanded capital stock. The usual macroeconomic tools available to policymakers to encourage an increase in investment are those associated with monetary policy, such as an easing of interest rates or credit conditions, or some type of stimulative fiscal policy, such as an investment tax credit. In addition, policymakers might use direct subsidies to specific industries to promote investment activity. However, once again, these tools may not be suitable or available.

The use of stimulative monetary and fiscal policies might be restricted because of domestic inflation concerns or worries about the budget deficit. Using direct subsidies, given only to targeted industries, would likely cause political problems; industries not subsidized would feel left out, and labor might feel that handouts to industry were too generous. Therefore, national leaders could use offset agreements to provide stimulus to investment activity while avoiding political friction.

In the offset negotiations, the buying government can request that the selling firm build a production facility in the buying country or use its influence to encourage other domestic firms, such as subcontractors, to do so. In this way, the buying government sees an increase in capital investment, without the political problems associated with a direct subsidy scheme. Since the selling firm must recoup the cost of the possible sub-optimal investment decisions by increasing the price of the defense equipment, the offsets arrangement may be viewed as an indirect subsidy scheme. The buyer pays a higher price for the defense item, but receives the desired investment activity.

Industry officials report that in addition to the desired capital investment, buying governments, recognizing their limited domestic demand to absorb the new output, often expect assistance with marketing the output from these new facilities in third countries. Thus, an offsets agreement may not only call for capital investment in the buying nation, but also marketing assistance for the output; thus making the facility a viable project from the very beginning. An interesting twist to this arrangement is when the selling firm builds a facility in the buying country and then is able to use this facility to create a new marketing channel for itself, perhaps providing parts and components to service the facility.6

**Promote Strategic Industries**

Oftentimes governments give selected industries a favored status. This special status may be due to political reasons, specifically a desire for military self-sufficiency. To support these targeted industries, government policymakers may call for subsidy payments to the firms to ensure their viability. However, these direct and overt subsidies can cause political problems. Industries not selected for support may complain about the discriminatory subsidies. Labor groups not associated with the targeted firms may also complain. Critics of government intervention will likely find fault with the use of
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public funds to assist selected private industry or to support inefficient public firms. To avoid these political battles and still obtain the desired subsidization, government leaders may turn to offsets.

Similar to the scenario above, when policymakers want to increase employment in certain high-technology industries, offset agreements can be structured to channel business toward the targeted firms, including the award of extra offset credit for purchases made from these selected firms. Again, this use of offsets mimics a subsidization scheme. If it is assumed that the offset-granting firm raises the price of its defense items to cover the cost of providing the offsets, then the buying government is providing an indirect, and less visible, form of subsidization to the targeted industries.

CORRECT FOR ASYMMETRIC INFORMATION

A government’s use of offsets can also be viewed as a reaction to the existence of asymmetric information. First, many of the major defense firms have well-developed worldwide marketing networks and expertise, while the nations buying their products lack the extensive marketing skills needed to promote their own countries’ exports. Second, most of the buying nations of defense items have a need to increase their technological bases, while the firms selling them defense items are leaders in a variety of technologies. Both of these cases represent situations of asymmetric information; the sellers possess information that the buying nations desire, that is, marketing expertise and state-of-the-art technologies.

In both the situations described here, offset agreements can be used to correct the information gaps. A buyer of defense items can request that the selling firm assist in marketing the buying nation’s products to new customers, using the firm’s extensive marketing network, including the contacts of its subcontractors. The buyer may also award offset credit for the value of technological information that is transferred, possibly through training programs, to the buying country. In this manner, the buying nation has taken corrective action to address the existence of asymmetric information, improving its marketing expertise and its technological base; and, in the case of the marketing assistance, the nation has reduced some of the transaction costs associated with its exports.

REDUCE RISK AND UNCERTAINTY

Economic theory usually assumes that agents, for a given return or level of output, prefer to reduce risk whenever possible. This assumption applies to government policymakers also. As an example, decision makers in a country may wish to reduce the risk and uncertainty associated with a large capital investment, say, some type of production facility. Specifically, they may be concerned that sufficient demand for the output of the new facility is lacking, and thus the large project will fail, embarrassing the country, putting government funds at risk, and increasing unemployment.

In a situation such as this, these government policymakers could use offsets to reduce the risk and uncertainty.
associated with the highly visible project. By identifying the products from the facility in the targeted list of items for the defense firm to help market, the government officials could increase the likelihood of success for the project in return for offset credit. As in the earlier offsets incentives discussed above, this use of offsets could be seen as another form of subsidization. Here, the buying government may pay a higher price for the defense items, but in return gets assistance in marketing the products from a politically sensitive project, thus reducing the associated risk.

**Provide Alternative Financing**

Political leaders in a nation may see the need for foreign-made defense items for their country, but may feel constrained due to an imbalance in their country’s Balance of Payments. Specifically, the nation may already have a severe deficit in its trade balance, and the purchase of the foreign-made defense equipment would only aggravate the deficit. Therefore, there might be an economic, as well as a political, barrier to the purchase. Once again, offsets may provide a solution for the policymakers’ dilemma.

By requiring, in the accompanying offset agreement, the selling firm to purchase an equal monetary value of domestic goods and services, the buying nation can avoid worsening its trade imbalance, and, in a fixed exchange rate regime, protect the nation’s foreign exchange reserves. Here, the use of offsets seems to approximate a sophisticated form of barter. The goods and services are exchanged with no net effect on the currency balances of the two countries.

There is an interesting extension to this line of reasoning for the use of offsets when we introduce the connection to barter. Occasionally there have been media reports of the use of sophisticated barter arrangements to conceal the prices of exports. This is most applicable when the nation is a member of a cartel-like organization such as Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), or possibly the International Coffee Agreement. The scenario has the buying nation knowingly purchasing the foreign-made items at inflated prices, and in return, selling the oil, coffee, or whatever, at the official, cartel approved price. In this manner, the country’s leaders have effectively cut the price of the commodities without openly breaking with the other members of the cartel.

**Gain Political Support**

In an effort to win domestic support for a large defense-related purchase from a foreign firm, the buying government may tout the many benefits the nation will enjoy from the offsets received. By publicizing the increase in exports and associated employment gains, as well as any new capital investments, co-production arrangements and technology transfers, political leaders in the purchasing nation will hopefully dampen domestic criticism of the purchase.

Policymakers in the buying country may see the use of offsets to win the needed political support as a form of
Commercial policy. Here they are intervening to correct for an externality; the defense items have a social value greater than the perceived market value.

**Conclusion**

Transactions involving large defense purchases from U.S. firms by foreign governments most often involve offset agreements between the selling firms and the buying governments. Policymakers in the buying nations can use the offset agreements to address a variety of economic and political issues within the buying countries. The desired effects identified were: labor market corrections, promotion of capital investment, support for strategic industries, adjustments for asymmetric information, reduction of risk and uncertainty, alternative sources of financing, and political support for defense purchases. In some of these situations, the use of offsets appears to be an alternative form of commercial policy, replacing a more direct form of intervention.

Recently provided information from industry appears to validate the work done in the 1980s. The changes in the defense environment over the past two decades do not seem to have changed the motives behind the use of offsets. However, according to comments from industry officials, the frequency of the use of offsets, as well as the size of the offset requirements (as a percentage of the transaction value) both appear to have risen. Offsets are a reality of the existing competitive nature of the marketplace. Understanding the economic incentives leading to their use is helpful not only to U.S. policymakers but also to industry officials.
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2. The majority of my updated information came from an industry official who has worked offset programs in over ten countries over the past decade.

3. An example of such a policy is Australia’s requirement for foreign information technology-related companies wishing to supply information and communication technology goods and services to the Government of Australia to export Australian goods and services, to transfer technology, and to engage in research and development in Australia. See, for example, 2001 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices, published by the Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs, U.S. Department of State, February 2002.

4. While foreign governments often have laws or policy statements outlining their offset expectations, the U.S. Government’s policy, as stated in Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 225.7303, is that the Department of Defense does not get involved with a defense firm’s offset commitments. The decision to engage in offsets, and the responsibility for fulfilling offset commitments, is purely the firm’s.

5. The pricing guidelines for Foreign Military Sales contracts in FAR 225.7303-2 support this assumption.

6. A hypothetical example of this might be where a U.S. defense firm, as part of its offset commitment to a buyer, builds a plant in a buyer’s country to manufacture some parts for final assembly back in the U.S. or in some third country. The newly built plant, however, requires very specialized components, machinery, and technological assistance, all of which must be provided by the defense firm’s primary facilities back in the United States.
